INTRODUCTION

Although the fifth IPCC report (Stocker et al. 2013) indicates the Mediterranean region is one of the most drought-prone areas of Europe, based on recent global warming projections, drought indices also indicate an important increase in drought in Central Europe from the year 2000, as has been shown, for example, for the territory of the Czech Republic (e.g. Brázdil et al. 2009, 2013a, 2015b, Brázdil & Trnka 2015, Trnka et al. 2015a,b, Zahradniček et al. 2015). The distinctiveness of this phenomenon can only be evaluated on the basis of long-term drought reconstructions in which documentary data are combined with either instrumental records (Brázdil et al. 2013a) or with dendrochronological analyses of the...
rings of trees sensitive to hydroclimatic patterns in their area of growth (Brázdíl et al. 2002, Büntgen et al. 2010, 2011a, Cook et al. 2015, Dobrovolný et al. 2015b).

Several drought indices have been developed for the detection, monitoring and evaluation of drought episodes (for overviews, see e.g. Byun & Wilhite 1999, Heim 2000, 2002, Vogt & Somma 2000, Wu et al. 2007, Niemeyer 2008). Instrumentally derived data related to meteorological variables (particularly temperature and precipitation) or hydrological variables (discharge, groundwater level) are employed in their calculation. Although the indices thus created are able to describe various aspects of meteorological, agricultural, hydrological and groundwater droughts (Heim 2002, Mishra & Singh 2010, Dai 2011), none of them can be used across the board. The differences among them arise out of the input data used, the intervals for which the values of the indices are integrated and the ways in which each individual index is calculated. Such indices are thus usually selected with respect to the aims of any given study, or aspects under particular investigation.

Although documentary data sources for Central Europe are particularly rich (Brázdíl et al. 2005, 2010), the reliable documentary drought proxies provided by formal religious supplications for rain (rogations), so marked in the Mediterranean areas, for example (Piervitali & Colacino 2001, Barriendos 2005, Domínguez-Castro et al. 2008, 2010, Diodato & Bellocchi 2011) are absent. The creation of drought indices for the former area must therefore rely upon combined descriptions of temperature and precipitation patterns derived from a range of documentary sources that may provide series of temperature and/or precipitation indices, as has been done, for example, for Switzerland (Pfister 1988, 1999), Germany (Glaser 2001, 2008) and the Czech Lands (Dobrovolný et al. 2009). Temperature indices for all 3 of these territories have been used, together with instrumental measurements, to create a temperature series for Central Europe (Dobrovolný et al. 2010). Similarly, precipitation indices combined with precipitation measurements have been used to calculate precipitation series for the Czech Lands (Dobrovolný et al. 2015a). Despite their considerable potential for the study of long-term drought fluctuations, to date their only direct use for this purpose has been for the creation of a 512-yr drought frequency chronology for the Czech Lands (Brázdíl et al. 2013a). However, in this case, only simple sums of negative precipitation indices on a decadal scale were used to express the measure of drought severity.

More recently, Wetter et al. (2014) coined the term ‘megadrought’ for the extremely dry year that occurred in Europe in 1540. Büntgen et al. (2015) expressed some doubts about the use of this term because no clear sign of such an extreme appeared in many existing tree-ring chronologies for that particular year. However, Pfister et al. (2015) provided support for the original results from documentary data, citing inconsistencies in the identification of extreme years in tree-ring data derived from different tree species, regions and periods analysed. In making such comparisons, it should be borne in mind that, documentary data are not restricted to a particular time of year. On the other hand, tree-rings may be used to reconstruct drought indices far beyond the period covered by documentary data (e.g. Büntgen et al. 2011b, Dobrovolný et al. 2015b). More recently, Cook et al. (2015) developed the ‘Old World Drought Atlas’ (OWDA), in which they produced year-to-year maps of summer wetness and dryness in Europe and the Mediterranean during the Common Era, expressed in terms of self-calibrated Palmer Drought Severity Index (scPDSI) values reconstructed from 106 tree-ring series. In this context, reconstruction of drought indices based on documentary data may provide an important contribution to the study of past and recent droughts, comparable with other existing drought reconstructions.

This study aims to fill a gap in existing pre-instrumental drought reconstructions for Europe. It provides a 515 yr series of drought indices for the Czech Lands based on combined temperature and precipitation reconstructions derived from documentary and instrumental data.

2. DATA AND METHODS

Four slightly different drought indices are employed in this contribution: the Standardised Precipitation Index (SPI, McKee et al. 1993), the Standardised Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI, Vicente-Serrano et al. 2010), Palmer’s Z-index, and the self-calibrated version of the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) (Palmer 1965). Calculations of these were based on ~500-yr temperature and precipitation reconstructions, as described below. The selected indices are those used the most frequently in drought studies and express various aspects of drought. The SPI, calculated from monthly precipitation totals, can be interpreted as the number of standard deviations by which the observed precipitation anomaly deviates from the long-term mean. The SPEI
is analogue of the SPI, but instead of precipitation only it is based on monthly differences between precipitation and potential evapotranspiration. Therefore it represents anomaly of the climatological water balance. The Z-index is principally used to express soil moisture anomaly, depending on the difference between precipitation and potential evapotranspiration, i.e. it evaluates the deviation from climatological optimum, which reflects prevailing patterns at the assessed site in the particular month (Palmer 1965). Compared to more frequently used PDSI it represents only the current state of the water balance, without considering the antecedent soil moisture status.

Temperature series for Central Europe were created by means of reconstructions at the monthly level by Dobrovolný et al. (2010). Included in this calculation were index series for Switzerland (Pfister 1988), Germany (Glaser 2001) and the Czech Lands from 1501 to 1854, combined with homogenised mean temperature series from eleven central European stations (including Czech Prague-Klementinum) covering the period 1760–2007. The application of simple linear regression, calibration and verification interval enabled the 1760–1854 period to be included, with a high share of explained variance (between 86% in January and 56% in September). This series for AD 1500–2007 has proven quite representative for Central Europe and the Czech Lands due to high spatial temperature correlations in this region. It was impossible to extend the central European temperature series (Dobrovolný et al. 2010) beyond 2007 using the original instrumental data from the 11 stations, so the series was taken to December 2010 by means of linear regression with the mean Czech Land temperature series (see Brázdil et al. 2012a, 2012b) and subsequently extended to cover the period January 2011–August 2015. Statistically significant correlation coefficients between the 2 series fluctuated from 0.90 (September) to 0.96 (February) in the 1800–2007 common period. In general, higher correlation coefficients were typical of winter, while lower values emerged in summer. This is due to the fact that winter temperature patterns are mainly related to strongly expressed macro-scale circulation patterns, while the influence of meso- or micro-scale effects related to sunshine duration or cloudiness increases in summer.

Precipitation series, of greater spatial variability than temperature series in Central Europe, were used for reconstruction only for the Czech Lands (Dobrovolný et al. 2015a). The limited available documentary data meant that it was only possible to create precipitation indices at seasonal level (DJF, MAM, JJA, SON) for the 1501–1854 period. While instrumentally-based mean precipitation series for the Czech Lands exist from 1804 (Brázdil et al. 2012a, 2012b), the overlap between documentary and instrumental data is limited to the 1804–1854 period (explained variance between 35% in JJA and 26% in DJF). Nevertheless, the reconstruction obtained adequately represents precipitation in the Czech Lands in AD 1501–2010. The precipitation series for the Czech Lands up to 2010 (Brázdil et al. 2012a, 2012b) was further extended to January 2011–August 2015.

The calculation of SPI requires monthly precipitation totals, while SPEI, Z-index and PDSI need monthly temperature means as well. While temperature data were estimated from documentary data for each month (Dobrovolný et al. 2010), the documentary sources for precipitation provided only seasonally-resolved data between 1501 and 1803 (Dobrovolný et al. 2015a). In order to estimate the likely distribution of seasonal precipitation totals among individual months and to create proxy monthly records, the Czech mean monthly series from the 1875–1974 instrumental period were employed, i.e. from the period with a sufficiently dense observational network. The proportions of precipitation for individual months of the season for each year between 1875 and 1974 were calculated on the basis of the observed monthly precipitation totals. For example, in the spring of 1875, March achieved 29% of the MAM total, April 25% and May 46%; in the spring of 1876, these figures were 35% in March, 32% in April and 33% in May; etc. The next step was to create a 100-member ensemble of monthly precipitation totals for each season and year between 1501 and 1803, dividing the seasonal precipitation according to the recorded monthly precipitation in individual years during the 1875–1974 period. Monthly precipitation totals for 1804–2015 were then added to every 100-series for 1501–1803.

SPI, SPEI, Z-index and scPDSI were then calculated by standard procedure with distribution calibrated to 1875–2014; however, this was done separately for each of the 100 realisations. Median and 5th and 95th percentiles from the 100-series were further estimated and used for 1501–1803, while after 1804 the calculated drought indices for all 100-series were identical. Only aggregations of SPI and SPEI for periods of 3 mo and longer were used for further analysis, significantly reducing the noise introduced by monthly precipitation estimated from seasonal totals. In all cases, the variation in water balance was aggregated and evaluated for seasons and years individually and examined carefully. It must be noted that all the major drought/wet episodes are present in the record.
regardless of ensemble membership. For all analyses in this study, series of drought indices calculated as a median for 1501–1803 were extended further from 1804 to 2015 by indices derived from instrumental data.

The series of drought indices calculated were further divided into 3 groups, categorising the various types of drought:

1. Short-term drought: seasonal series (DJF, MAM, JJA, SON) in terms of SPI-3, SPEI-3 and Z-index
2. Medium-term drought: summer half-year (April–September) series in terms of SPI-6, SPEI-6 and Z-index
3. Long-term drought: annual series in terms of SPI-12, SPEI-12 and scPDSI

Short-term drought (particularly for MAM and JJA) is used to represent agricultural drought (e.g. Brázdil et al. 2009, Hlavinka et al. 2009) affecting cereal and fodder crops in the region. Medium-term drought (April–September) has impacts on forests (e.g. Ryníček et al. 2015) and perennial cultures, including grapevines (e.g. Možný et al. 2016 this Special). Long-term drought indicators indicate hydrological drought with likely impacts on rivers and overall water availability. This division follows, to some degree, suggestions made by Heim (2002), who argued that each type of drought (meteorological, agricultural, hydrological and socio-economic) requires its own specific set of indicators. As each of these represents a different facet of drought, the most notable drought episodes will differ somewhat, as will — to some degree — the most/least drought affected periods.

The series of drought indices were further used for basic statistical analyses. Their temporal fluctuations were smoothed by 20 yr Gaussian filter, by calculation of linear trends and by selection of extremely dry years. For the pre-instrumental period, the grey area in Figs. 1–3 (see Section 3.1) expresses the interval between 5th and 95th percentiles of reconstructed values, thus identifying the confidence interval of 90% for reconstructed values. Comparison of drought index series with other reconstructions was based on 30 yr running correlation coefficients.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Drought variability

Fig. 1 shows fluctuations in the reconstructed Czech seasonal SPI-3, SPEI-3 and Z-index describing short-term (seasonal) droughts in the Czech Lands. These 3 indices correlate best in summer (between 0.97 for SPEI-3 with Z-index and 0.94 for SPI-3 with Z-index), while the lowest correlations appear in winter (0.67 and 0.71 for Z-index with SPI-3 and SPEI-3, respectively; but 0.96 for SPI-3 with SPEI-3). Inter-annual and inter-decadal variability is well-expressed in all series, while any statistically significant linear long-term trend is absent. Series smoothed by 20 yr Gaussian filter are very similar in the character of fluctuations and in alternation of relatively drier and wetter periods. The driest 30-yr periods for seasonal SPI-3 and SPEI-3 are more or less identical, although occurring in different sections of the period studied: 1680–1709 for DJF, 1774–1803 for MAM (1773–1802 for Z-index), 1700–1729 for JJA (also for Z-index) and 1605–1634 for SON. The driest 30 yr periods in terms of the Z-index occur in 1702–1731 in DJF and for 1699–1728 in SON. Although the final decades of the late 20th and early 21st centuries show a clear tendency towards increasing dryness in terms of SPI-3 and the Z-index in all seasons except winter, they are less dry than the driest 30 yr periods, which concentrate markedly around the decades at the beginning and end of the 18th century.

The reconstructed series for the summer half-year (April–September), i.e. the SPI-6, SPEI-6 and Z-indices that characterise medium-term droughts (Fig. 2), do not differ much from the fluctuations in short-term droughts. The driest 30 yr periods are also very similar: 1773–1802 for SPI-6 and SPEI-6 and 1700–1729 for Z-index. This indicates that severe droughts in MAM and JJA significantly influence the character of drought for the whole summer half-year. The slightly increasing dryness of past decades is not expressed in SPI-6 values. All 3 drought indices correlate to a high degree: 0.98 for SPEI-6 with Z-index and 0.93 for the 2 remaining combinations of indices.

Fig. 3 shows fluctuations in reconstructed series of annual Czech drought indices, i.e. in terms of SPI-12, SPEI-12 and scPDSI. SPI-12 correlates closely with SPEI-12 (0.92); the correlations with scPDSI are 0.85 for SPEI-12 and 0.78 for SPI-12. Although SPI-12 and scPDSI indicate that the driest decades and 30-yr periods fell in the early 18th century (1704–1733), SPEI-12 shows more dryness in recent decades (1986–2015). This index captures the effect of increasing temperature means while precipitation totals remain more or less stable (see SPI-12). The steep decrease in fluctuations of annual scPDSI in 1727–1729 is particularly remarkable, and without parallel in the past 515 yr. This is a cumulative result of years with dry episodes occurring between 1724 and 1728 (compare with Brázdil et al. 2013a; for a description of the extremely dry year of 1726, see Brázdil & Trnka 2015).
3.2. Drought extremes

Using the reconstructed series of Czech drought indices, it was possible to identify the driest years in the entire 1501–2015 period. The 10 driest years were selected from each series used. For every group of drought indices, these 10 extreme years were then weighted in order of severity for all 3 indices (e.g. SPI-3, SPEI-3 and Z-index for JJA) to obtain their total weight, allowing the creation of a final order for the whole group. The 5 most important events in terms of short-term, medium-term and long-term droughts could then be identified.

The results, shown in Table 1, highlight the severity of the 1540 drought, which figures prominently in all cases except DJF, and was the most extreme drought in JJA and the summer half-year. It was identified by one or more indices as the most severe drought in JJA (SPI-3, SPEI-3, Z-index), SON (Z-index), the summer half-year (SPI-6, SPEI-6, Z-index) and annual series (SPI-12, SPEI-12) (Table 2). This event, which had particularly significant manifestations and impacts in western and Central Europe, has been described as a ‘megadrought’ on the European scale by Wetter et al. (2014). Detailed documentary testimony exists as to its effects in the

For further discussion of the 1540 ‘megadrought’ in Europe see more recent papers by Büntgen et al. (2015) and Pfister et al. (2015).

The severe drought of 1540 in JJA, summer half-year and annual indices in the Czech Lands was followed by two further droughts of significance in 1590 and 1616 (for detailed descriptions, see Brázdil et al. 2013a,b). As Table 1 shows, together with the drought of 1540, these constitute the 3 most severe drought events in the entire 1501–2015 period. The list of most extreme droughts in JJA and the summer half-year is made up by droughts from the instrumental period, in 1842, 1947 and 2003 (for detailed descriptions, see Brázdil & Trnka 2015, Brázdil et al. 2016 this Special). The most severe droughts in the remaining 3 seasons occurred in 1572−73 (DJF), 1638 (MAM) and 1680 (SON). The MAM event of 1638 was identified as the most severe spring drought by all 3 drought indices (SPI-3, SPEI-3, Z-index). In DJF and MAM, no event among the 5 driest years occurred within the instrumental period. In SON, droughts in the years 1959 and 2006 were the next most serious after that occurring in 1680. Further, scPDSI indicated no drought from the instrumental period occurring among the 5 most extreme years.

Details of the driest periods at regular annual, decadal, 30 yr and 50 yr time scales are shown for the respective indices in Table 2. There is consistency among all three indices in identification of the driest decades for MAM (1791−1800), JJA (1531−1540) and annual drought indices (1721−1730). The decade 1721−1730 is also the driest in terms of the Z-index for DJF, SON, and the summer half-year and SPEI for SON and the summer half-year. For regular 30 yr periods, 1771−1800 is identified as the driest period by 10 indices, while 1981−2010 and 1681−1710 are each identified as driest by 4 indices. The driest 50 yr period is identified as occurring in 1701−1750 by 13 indices. 1751−1800 is identified as the driest by 3 indices and by SPI-6 for the summer half-year, while 1951−2000 was the driest according to SPEI-3 for SON. Among the centuries, the 18th century was identified as the driest in all drought indices.

Czech Lands (Brázdil et al. 2013a, 2013b). For further discussion of the 1540 ‘megadrought’ in Europe see more recent papers by Büntgen et al. (2015) and Pfister et al. (2015).

### Table 1. The 5 driest seasonal, summer half-year and annual droughts in the 1501–2015 period, based on reconstructed series of Czech drought indices. STD: short-term drought (3 mo); MTD: medium-term drought (6 mo); LTD: long-term drought (1 yr)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>STD</th>
<th>MTD</th>
<th>LTD</th>
<th>DJF</th>
<th>MAM</th>
<th>JJA</th>
<th>SON</th>
<th>Apr–Sep</th>
<th>Annual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1572−73</td>
<td>1638</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td>1616</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1594−95</td>
<td>1779</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1708−09</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td>1616</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1616</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1680−81</td>
<td>1794</td>
<td>1842</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>1631</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1694−95</td>
<td>1603</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>1605 and and 1727 and</td>
<td>1634</td>
<td>1842</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Fluctuations in reconstructed series of Czech summer half-year drought indices (SPI-6, SPEI-6 and Z-index as indicators of medium-term drought) in the 1501–2015 period, smoothed by 20 yr Gaussian filter. For the pre-instrumental period, the 5th and 95th percentiles approximate to 90% confidence intervals (in grey).

Fig. 3. Fluctuations in reconstructed series of Czech annual drought indices (SPI-12, SPEI-12 and scPDSI as indicators of long-term drought) in the 1501–2014 period, smoothed by 20 yr Gaussian filter. For the pre-instrumental period, the 5th and 95th percentiles approximate to 90% confidence intervals (in grey).
4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Spatial significance

In the overall evaluation of reconstructed series of drought indices in the Czech Lands, it is important to consider their spatial interrelationships with other parts of Europe. Certain gridded seasonal drought indices for Europe are available that correlate with Czech series in the 1901−2012 period. Fig. 4 shows seasonal fields of correlation coefficients between Czech SPEI-3 and the Global SPEI Database (http://sac.csic.es/spei/index.html, accessed 25 October 2015). Except for summer, the long belt of positive correlations extends laterally from France to Russia, north- or northeastwards from the Black Sea. In the summer the area of positive correlations tends to focus around Czech territory, with a small extension to the east. By contrast, negative correlations are apparent in the northwestern part of Norway. Different fields of correlation coefficients appear for seasonal scPDSI, when compared with values from the CRU database (van der Schrier et al. 2006) (Fig. 5). The areas with positive correlations are much smaller and extend from the Czech territory to the southeast, almost as far as Greece. Other areas with positive correlation coefficients have a somewhat patchy and random distribution. Regions with negative correlations are mainly present over northern Europe (from the southern side of the Baltic Sea to the north).

It follows from Figs. 4 and 5 that it would be unreasonable to expect correlations between the indices used in this study and reconstructed series of precipitation totals for other areas, even close to the Czech territory, or drought indices for more distant areas.

However, some significant correlation coefficients (however, only around the 0.20 level) were found in comparisons of SPI, SPEI and Z-index series with a multiproxy precipitation reconstruction for Central Europe (Pauling et al. 2006), and tree-ring width reconstructions from Norway spruce *Picea abies* for the Bavarian Forest (Wilson et al. 2005) and from black pine *Pinus nigra* for the Vienna region (R. Wimmer pers. comm.).

4.2. Multi-proxy comparison

Reconstructed Czech drought indices show correlations of between 0.30 and 0.40 with reconstructions of March–July precipitation totals derived from the tree-ring widths of fir *Abies alba* Mill. in southern Moravia (Brázdil et al. 2002) and with the May–June Z-index (Büntgen et al. 2011a). Statistically significant correlation coefficients with the May–June Z-index fluctuate between 0.37 (SPI, SPEI) and 0.39 (Z-index), while correlation coefficients for March–July precipitation totals vary from 0.34 (SPI, Z-index) to 0.35 (SPEI). The use of 30 yr running correlation coefficients between the series compared generally generates an unstable signal over time (Fig. 6). This is typical of comparisons between temperature and precipitation reconstructions based on documentary data or natural proxies (see e.g. Brázdil et al. 2010, Dobrovolný et al. 2010, 2015a). Both tree-ring reconstructions exhibit a marked drop in correlation with Czech drought indices in ~1560−1600 and March–July totals with SPI in the first half of the 18th century. High positive correlations occur particularly in the first half of the 17th century and for Z-index in the
years ~1750–1875, after which a considerable decrease in correlation coefficient values is again apparent. Correlation coefficients of drought indices with precipitation totals in this second period are clearly below those with Z-index. The highest correlations of drought indices with March–July precipitation totals centred around 1925 give way to a steep decrease in correlation coefficients up to the second half of the 20th century, the result of a lost relationship between tree-rings and precipitation totals, as addressed by Brázdil et al. (2002).

The fluctuation of reconstructed series of Czech drought indices can also be compared with the 512 yr Czech chronology of drought frequency for the summer half-year created by Brázdil et al. (2013a). Cases in which at least 2 consecutive months were classified as dry, very dry or extremely dry were defined as dry episodes in the pre-instrumental period, while for the instrumental period, cases in which both SPEI-1 and Z-index had a return period of $N \geq 2$ yr were used. On the decadal scale, 8 yr with such dry episodes were recorded in 1801–1810 and 7 yr in 1701–1710, 1861–1870, 1941–1950, 1991–2000 and 2001–2010. However, only 2 of these decades appeared among the 5 driest in reconstructed SPI-6, SPEI-6 and Z-index series for the summer half-year: in order of severity, these were 1721–1730, 1861–1870, 1531–1540, 1791–1800 and 1701–1710; the remaining decades, with

---

the exception of 1941–1950, appear in the list of the 10 driest decades for the summer half-year. Within 50 yr periods (Table 2) there is a high frequency of dry episodes in 1751–1800 (25 yr) and 1701–1750 (24 yr), while 1951–2000, with 26 dry years, is among the driest periods if only SON is considered. A total of 49 yr with episodes of drought in the 18th century render it the driest century in terms of Czech drought indices.

Significant correlation coefficients exist between drought indices and JJA scPDSI series reconstructed from tree rings in the European OWDA by Cook et al. (2015). Gridded data for the Czech Lands (CZs, 91 grids) and Central Europe (CEs, 421 grids) were used for calculation of 2 scPDSI series for comparison with reconstructed JJA SPEI-3 and Z-index, summer half-year SPEI-6 and Z-index, and finally with annual scPDSI. Fluctuations in 30 yr running correlation coefficients of reconstructed drought indices with CZs are shown in Fig. 7 and with CEs in Fig. 8 for the 1501–2012 period. Statistically significant correlation coefficients with CZs are slightly higher than those with CEs. Correlations with CZs fluctuate between 0.54 for the summer half-year Z-index and 0.47 for annual scPDSI, compared to a range of correlations with CEs between 0.51 for JJA Z-index and 0.41 for scPDSI. It follows from these comparisons that the best agreement between Czech drought indices with
CZs and CEs occurs in the first half of the 16th century, during the 17th century, in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, and finally in ~1950−1980. Several important decreases in correlation values, even below the level of statistical significance, are apparent in the latter half of the 16th century, around 1700, mid-18th century and at its end. Despite this, the comparison clearly demonstrates the similarity between the Czech drought reconstructions based on documentary data and OWDA JJA scPDSI reconstructions based on tree-rings.

4.3. Uncertainties in data and methods

This study employs 4 separate drought indices, calculated from precipitation data or from a combination of temperature and precipitation, with the added possibility of including the influence of soil water-holding capacity. Indices including both temperature and precipitation not only allow the capture of drought driven by lack of rain, but also consideration of increased evaporative demand from the atmosphere. Such drought-stress reinforcement by higher temperatures is sometimes termed ‘global-change-type drought’ (Breshears et al. 2005). On the other hand, precipitation-based drought indices (including SPI) assume that variability of precipitation is much higher than that of other variables, and that the latter are stationary, i.e. their influence is negligible, and droughts are responses to temporal variability in precipitation totals. Each of the drought indices used herein differs not only in basic concept, but also in individual spectral characteristics (e.g. Heim 2002). It is therefore considered preferable to use a whole suite of drought indices to account for the different behaviours of each index across a range of frequency domains. A number of studies (e.g. Trnka et al. 2009, Paulo et al. 2012) have demonstrated that, while most common drought indices (including those used in this study) show considerable capability in drought identification, differences exist that are significant enough to justify the use of several types of drought index. Combining the use of indices with those driven by precipitation facilitates better attribution of droughts and drought trends in terms of their main driving factors. Paulo et al. (2012) also showed that differences in formulation and spectral characteristics impact upon the number of severe and extreme droughts determined (with scPDSI showing higher drought frequency). Further, PDSI, in this study representing non-normalised indices, is negatively biased; this
Fig. 7. Running 30 yr correlation coefficients of selected Czech drought indices series (1: JJA SPEI-3; 2: JJA Z-index; 3: summer half-year SPEI-6; 4: summer half-year Z-index; 5: annual scPDSI) with the Czech Lands JJA scPDSI series (CZs), after Cook et al. (2015). Significant positive correlations appear above the broken horizontal line; correlation coefficients between corresponding series are indicated in parentheses.

Fig. 8. Running 30 yr correlation coefficients of selected Czech drought indices series (1: JJA SPEI-3; 2: JJA Z-index; 3: summer half-year SPEI-6; 4: summer half-year Z-index; 5: annual scPDSI) with the central European lands JJA scPDSI series (CEs), after Cook et al. (2015). Significant positive correlations appear above the broken horizontal line; correlation coefficients between corresponding series are indicated in parentheses.
relates to its calibration using data from extremely dry and wet events and not seeking a probabilistic balance between dry and wet events.

Four drought indices were calculated from reconstructions of central European temperature and Czech precipitation series by Dobrovolný et al. (2010, 2015a, respectively); the uncertainties within them are discussed in detail in both papers. The use of central European temperature data rather than data for the Czech Lands is not a source of bias, since there is a high degree of similarity between this series and mean Czech temperatures series (Brázdil et al. 2012a,b), as shown by the high correlation coefficients for the 2 series in the 1800−2007 period (see Section 2). More problematical is the use of the Czech seasonal precipitation reconstruction (Dobrovolný et al. 2015a), a situation arising out of its lesser explained variance in the 1804–1854 verification period, and its use of seasonal precipitation totals when monthly values are necessary for the calculation of drought indices. The way in which this problem was overcome in the calculation process is described in Section 2. Obviously, the monthly values for each index in the 1501–1803 period may be affected by the lack of monthly-resolved precipitation values. The value of such data would in any case be limited, as they could only consist of statistical extrapolation based on observed distribution over a long period. Aggregation of all drought indices for each index in the 1501−1803 period may be affected by the lack of monthly-resolved precipitation values. The value of such data would in any case be limited, as they could only consist of statistical extrapolation based on observed distribution over a long period. Aggregation of all drought indices to seasons and longer periods was therefore employed to minimise influences from the calculation procedure.

The use of both documentary and instrumental data for drought reconstructions raises the question of how the 2 types of data, and the method used for calculation of drought indices, might change the relative distribution of indices from the pre-instrumental (1501–1759) and the instrumental (1804–2015) periods. The 1760–1803 period, with its mixture of drought indices track the index values closely, showing a minimum influence of uncertainty, and demonstrating the robustness of the method used.

As Figs. 1−3 show, the confidence intervals of all indices track the index values closely, showing a minimum influence of uncertainty, and demonstrating the robustness of the method used.

The reconstructed 515 yr series of drought indices for the Czech Lands provided only weak correlations with other European precipitation series, but compared well with precipitation and drought indices reconstructed from hydric-sensitive fir tree-ring series in southern Moravia (Brázdil et al. 2002, Büntgen et al. 2011a) as well as with a European OWDA JJA scPDSI reconstruction (Cook et al. 2015), thus facilitating cross-checking of the 2 methods of reconstruction. The methodological approach here applied has great potential for use in the creation of new drought series for Europe. Moreover, the reconstructed series of Czech drought indices will prove useful for comparisons with other European drought reconstructions.

Data from the pre-instrumental period show higher variability compared with instrumental data for all index series. However, they are significantly higher (significance level $\alpha = 0.05$) only for JJA Z-index and annual scPDSI.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This study takes a completely new direction in the study of the long-term fluctuations of droughts, in that it calculates drought indices from series of quantitatively reconstructed mean air temperatures and precipitation totals derived from documentary data dating back to AD 1501. The drought indices calculated for the pre-instrumental period are then used at the same level as those derived from temperature and precipitation measurements in the instrumental period to create a 515 yr series in order to investigate long-term drought variability in the Czech Lands and Central Europe.

Despite great inter-annual and inter-decadal variability, no long-term trends are detectable in the series of Czech drought indices. The prevalence of extreme droughts in the pre-instrumental period is notable, with the most extreme drought occurring 1540, followed by 1590 and 1616, and the driest 30 yr periods occurring in the 3 decades at the beginning of the 18th century and at its end. In the longer-term context, a clear tendency of increasing dryness appears in the late 20th and early 21st centuries according to drought indices that combine the effects of temperature and precipitation, such as SPEI, Z-index and scPDSI. This is an indication of the influence of rising air temperatures on increasing potential evapotranspiration in the context of recent global warming (Trnka et al. 2015a) and decreasing soil moisture (Trnka et al. 2015b).

The reconstructed 515 yr series of drought indices for the Czech Lands provides only weak correlations with other European precipitation series, but compared well with precipitation and drought indices reconstructed from hydric-sensitive fir tree-ring series in southern Moravia (Brázdil et al. 2002, Büntgen et al. 2011a) as well as with a European OWDA JJA scPDSI reconstruction (Cook et al. 2015), thus facilitating cross-checking of the 2 methods of reconstruction. The methodological approach here applied has great potential for use in the creation of new drought series for Europe. Moreover, the reconstructed series of Czech drought indices will prove useful for comparisons with other European drought reconstructions.
Brázdil et al.: Czech drought indices back to AD 1501
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